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Abstraat •t• .1 
During a cutting operation on a la.the, a bulge 
usually forms 011 the flank of a cemented. curb1de 
tool. 'l'h!s bulge represents some type of deformation\,. 
process th~1.t occurs 1n ·the ·tool. The actual relation-. 
shin of this deformation with the wear Processes that 
.... 
are knovm to occur in cutting with cemented co.rbides · • 
.. ·· .. "· 
'l 
had 'not been explored. This 'thesis attempts to show 
how def'o!'l'.n.ation contributes to these wet?..r processes 
and hotr1 deformation 1s related to fla.rJ.: vtea,r D.,s 
represented by the general \tear curve. It is shown 
that while actual deformation in cemented carbides 
increases steadily with increasing flank wear, inter• 
f'erence between the flank of the tool and the workpiece 
prevents the deformation on the flank or the tool to 
increase past a certain point of flank wear. The 
1nterf erenoe between the bulge on the na.nk of' the tiool 
,_ and tl1e worltpiece is a ca.use of flank wear. 
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Abstract 
\ .. : ':.• 
During a cutting operation on a lathe, a bulge 
·usually forms on the flanl( of a cemented ca.rbide 
tool. This bulge_ represents. some type of deformation 
process that occurs in the tool. The a6tual relation-
ship of.this deformation with the wear processes.that 
are known to occur in cutting with cemented carbides 
ha.d not been explored. This thesis _attempts to show· 
how deformation c.ontributes to these wea.r processes 
. " 
.and. how deformati.on is related to flanlc wear as 
represented by the general ~.-:ear curve. It is shown 
that while actual d.eformatio.n in cemented CB.rbide~ 
increases steadiJ..y 1r1ith ip..c:r·easing flank wear, inter-
:ference between the flank: :or· t.he tool a.nd the workpiece 
prevents the defomiation o·n. t:Jae r·Ianlr of the ·tool to 
increase past a certain poirrt :o·f :flank wear. Tl1e 
interference betv.reen the bulge ·qn t·he: -fl~nk .of ·th.e ·t,-:9,01 
and the workpiece· is :a c.au·se of ·r1ank· -w:e-a_r •. 
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Introduction 
This thesis 1s con·cerned with the deformation 
process in cemented c~rbide cutting tools and the relation-
ships that exist between the process of deformation and 
the various mechanisms of wear. This experimental work 
was done in conjunction wi t11 the work conducted at Lehigh 
. 
University under National .Science Foundation Grant - 24000, 
· "Deformation in Sintered Carb1de 11 • 
Vieregge (1) contends that there are five_mechanisma 
of wear in a cutting opera.tion. The rates of each of 
. 
'\ these mechanisms with speed or t·emperature. is seen in 
Fig. 1. 
---
5 
.......... _ -
-.. --- _,, 
--- .. -
"· SPEED OR TEMPERATURE 
- - -- __ . .., ... ,,,. . --- . -- ~-, ---- -· - ~-- ··-··- -·-••"•-·•-·•'"-·· -·------ ----··--- ------ ---- --·---- ---·- --- ----~-'" ·--·- ·····-
Fig. "l - A Qualitative Indication of the Relative 
Influence of Five Discrete Mechanisms of 
Tool Wear. (Adapted from Vieregge (1 ) 1 _). 
:2: •. 
.:~: 
• I 
·-· ·······-···- --------·-
,.-'!' 
•-• '•. I" · ... 
The first mechanism is abrasion or mechanical 
interference between the chip, wort:piece and the tool. 
' This process occurs"' both at the fcice and the flanl{ of 
the tool. On the face, it is the chip that interferes 
' with the tool. The flank of the tool interferes ,.,;1th 
the workpiece. 
The second mechanism of we~ir is t·he formation of 
the built-up edge. The built-up edge ~ffects the rate 
of wear on the fla .. nk of the tool at low temperatures. 
Above a certain temperature or speed, the built-up edge 
no longer forms. Since the primary concern here is with 
carbides and the speeds are fairly high, the built--·u_p 
edge should no~ be encountered • 
. ,' 
The third mechanism is diffusi:on o:f the too·1 tnaterial 
into the underside of t.-he chip. Th:i_s·. mechanism does not 
. --~-- -
be-·e··onie important until a. substftnti:_al temperature is 
re:ac.hed in the cutting process:. &. 
The fourth mechanism of wear is described as oxidation 
or chemical decomposition of the tool material. This 
• - ,•••.~ •••• '•-• "" ~~ ••.•~·-•• -:- ,-, P,: - .• ......,.,-: •: -;-.:••-,.-, - •, '•· •' -.• • ••• • -~- • • ••• "' - ••- - • ••• • • • ••• ••- .0 •• ·--u 
mechanism 1·s shown to achiev.e sigtiificance.: at lower -....... -, .... 
temperEltur1es than that de~ignated for dlffusion • 
. : ~ 
The fifth mechanism is deformation. Vieregge re-
presents the rate of plastic flow or deformation as 
remainin~constant as the speed or t~mpe~ature is 
\ . 
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-increased. Vieregge is not sure of this relatic;mship 
and represents it as a dashed line. Colwell (2) points 
out that there is probably a certain temper'a-tu..re at 
whidh the rate of deformation will increase s~~ply. He 
also says that there is very little evidence, to support 
any conclusions concerning deformation. 
7 
Trent (3) has noticed deformation on the flank of a 
r 
cemented'carbide tool. He states that when the feeds 
and speed.s '.are high, the tip of a cemented carbide tool 
becomes deformed under a co~pressive load, and the flank 
of the tool is bulged toward the wqrkpiec.e. Ah illustra-
tion of this deformation is shown in Fig. 2 .. 
--~--~·'· --·· -- --- - ... -
I 
' I 
b." 
' ;:-
Fig. 2 - Deformation of a Cemented Carbide CuttingTool 
as Seen· by Trent (3). 
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In Fig. 3,the general wear curve is shown. This 
curve shows the height of flank wear as a function of 
length of cut or time. Black (4) e1plains this curve 
in the following manner. At th.~ beginning of a cut, 
the curve shows a rapid development of the flank wear. 
This is due to the breaking in of the tool. Then there 
is a gradual but modera~te increase in flank wear until 
a point of inflection is reached. Beyond this point, 
failure of the tool is imminent. The region beyond the 
point of inflection is termed by Chao and Trigger .. (5), IA 
· the temperature-sensitive region. The goal of this 
\ 
CUTTING TIME 
Fig. 3 - Development of Flank Wear for Carbide 
-~cutting Tools. 
5. 
J 
. •' 
-
I 
,, 
-~ 
._, _,_ ,,_ . . .,. ~. '. - ' . . 
.. thesis is to show how d"eformation varies as the 
general wear curve is traversed. 
/ Trent also points·out that at the beginning of a 
cut the apparent wear is due to the deformation of the 
tip, since the orig~nal grinding marks cati sti!l be 
seen on the flank of the tool. The flank has not·been 
worn away, and the wea,r is the distance between the 
original face of the tool and the deformed face. 
Trent's comment concerning the grinding marks 
still being found on the flank of the tool is quite 
interesting. Vieregge listed. five different mechanisms 
of wear, two of.them being abrasion and deformation. 
From a· purely theoreticEtl ·standpoint, abrasion should. 
never occur between the flank of the tool and the 
4 
workpiece. Trent says that before there is any abrasion, 
the tip of the tool is. deformed, creating the bulge on 
the flank of the tool. ·As this bulge increases, the 
flank is forced against ·the workpiece~ When 1 t comes 
in contact, abrasion. results. This abrasion 5:oes into 
the make-up of who.t is termed flank wear. 
:_, •
1 The. development, of deformation during a cu:t was 
t·he first consideration in this experimental worl{. 
Since the deformed portion of the .tool comes in contact 
with the workpi_ec .. e and ab.r~rsio:n. r·es::u·1ts, no true 
·-,,,. 
.  . 
·.6.· .•• 
. ; .. 
:, . 
... , 
J 
'I 
" 
. I 
... 
i .. 
.,..... 
deformRtion rate can be found by studying just the 
deformation on the flank of the tool. To get a true 
estimate of -how deformation varies with cutting time, 
the faces of certain tools were ground down to 
provide a step at .the tool tip . 050 inches long and 
.030 inches higher than the rest of the face of the 
r tool. Such a tbol is shown· in Fig •. 4. 
~ 
.050 Inches· 
I ;. r- ·, 
. gao Inches f 
I , ,
I:..~ 
··"· 
Fig. 4,· - Step Tool Used in Experimenta~i···:\icirk. 
-~ 
·• 
.4'" 
The cutting or compressiv~ force that is pr~sent shoUld 
compress the tool material, and. deforrr1i:1tion shou.1:d ·be 
/ 
·, 
-:-,.: 
.. ' 
.... •. ~ -- , .. ,,,, .. 
, -~:.,.-··.,,,_ .... ~r,::::1,~·~1.,.\;-·..,•,.'-f!i·' ··-s.,v .. ,.',,i. · • 
-·- ··- -···------ -- . - -- ---. ·- - ·,. ' .. --. __ ·:---- .. - ·- .. :-··· ··-- .... · .. ·----
~· 
""'' 
( 
,_; '·' 
visible at the rear of th~ step. The radial force may 
also compress the tool material, and additional deforrca-
tion would be produced. 
Abrasion occurs between the underside of the chtp 
and t.he face of the tool. This abrasion process partially 
accounts for the crater on the face of the tool. Part of 
(.the deformation at the rear of the step should be worn ·~ 
away. However, it is doubtful whether any.significant 
portion of the deformation is worn away, since the depth 
of the crater is n9t very large when compared to the .030 
inch step. Two different rates of deformation were studied 
., 
with the step,tools~ 
The next consideration in this experimehtal work 
·was a further investigRtion of the proceJ~ Qf flank 
deformation with varying wear rates. To change the.rate 
of wear, the feeds and speeds were varied. Step tools 
were not 1.1s.eci si,nce ·t.h.e previous study pas produced the 
behav.ior of true defo.:rmation in ,cemen.t·e.d carbides. 
·.,. 
., 
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. Selection Q.f Conditions 
One standard commercial grade of carbide was usad 
1 
to examine the relationships that exist between deforma-
tion and wear. This carbide has _a .structure of tungsten, 
,• 
titanium, and tantalum carbide grains and cobalt. Both 
the existing temperatures and pressures must be of 
sufficient magnitude in order to produce deformation. 
The grade of carbide selected is capable of. cutting at 
conditions of high temperature and nressure. 
In order to study deformation, the tool mus·t·. }le: 
capable·of deforming. A hard, brittle tool will chip 
\ 
and break befo-re there is apy· r1oticeable deformation. 
"'=" 
"· 
The carbide selected ha/s. -~n 8'. p·er cent cobalt composition. 
T:l1is composition was ch·osen since highe~ percenta.ge· cobalt 
cor;11positions a.re less resista,r1t to deformati·on. To go 
:ci"hy higher in cob~lt composition would result in a 
~racrifice of hardness. The tool would thus tend to 
cru-mQle un.de~ the condi ti·ons of high temperatures· a11d 
\ 
·' 
The c-orid.i.tion.s under whic·h d.e·f_orm·a'ti-on t2~lre. p.lace 
:also influence· the selection of a worlr materi:il. The 
____ -heat a.ssocia.ted. ___ }d_ith the _pl,istic ddormation of the ch_lp ____ ---'----
1s the prim.ary contr.i butor to the.heat generated in a :~ 
• I 
, ·nre.ta-1 cut-ting operation. The .amount of heat generated 
t· 
,· 
/ 
..,;, . 
',.-~-c ~- '... ' ........ . 
,.1.'.t1',·:;.1-W·'. j;,_...,,.., V1:,....,....C~·,;;_, ... :.,-tJlo~,;;{,," • • 
I.~ 
- -·- - .... J . ;-
,6. 
J 
will 1ncre~se as the shear strength of the work 
material is increased.· ·4340 steel, which has a fairly 
high shear strength, was ·Chosen. 
Appendix A contains a brief outline of the com-
positions and properties of both tool and work material 
used in this exnerimental work. 
In selecting the actual cutting conditions, 
attention must be given to the general wear curve. In 
studying how deformation is.related to wear, deformation 
must be examined over the entire wear curve. The cutting 
() conditions that have been selected insure this. 
Appendix B contains an outline of the cutting· con-
ditions used in this experimental work • 
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Experimental Procedure 
In the study of the development of deformation, 
five different cutting conditions were used. These 
conditions were different only with respect to cutting 
-· "" . 
time. T.he speed, feed, and depth remained constant. 
- At each condition three cuts were made. Two sets of 
cuts were made to insure that the mechanisms of cutting 
were not changed due to·· the cre.,~ .. tion of the step. · With 
I 
both the regular and the step t:ools., a total of thirty 
c·uts was made. These thlr·ty .cut.$ ·we.re taken in random 
\ 
order. 
The flan·k. w:ea:r 8~:t:ld tJie d.(:lf.orrnation on the step of 
·the t.ool were measur.e:d -with a·· t,:oo) .. maker's microscope. 
T:o ai·d. in the measurement of def·ormation on the flank 
o.f ·t.be tool, a special fixt.ure was made and attached to 
: •. . -0 
.a. ·tool maker'· s microscope. It allows the tool ·to b·e· 
rotated wl1ile the ana.ly:et looks through the .mi-c!ro:scope 
1-1nd measur·es d.e.t'·ormation. This ·fixture makes possible 
the ea.sy loc.2Jtion of the ·point· of maximum deformation 
:o,n· the flan}: of the tool. 
. . . 
. ' . ·- . 
. . 
---- .... ·-- .,.. 
deformation, the feed \vas lowered and a series of cut:s 
----
-~-··------·-·-· ----------
------·------
----·--
--s.. 
~------
------
------
------
------
-- ----
-
-- -
-- ---
----
-------
-------
- ----
were tEtken. There ~,ere seven conditions. Only t.h'e. 
cutting times differed. Three cuts were ma-d.e at. the· 
·• '··. 
':,,$ 
;;. 
.:·l<JL. 
. . . . . : . 
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• 
lower cutting times,;while only two cuts were taken at 
the two highest cutting times. A total of nineteen cuts 
was the result. The deformation and wear were measured 
in the same manner as above. 
In the investigation of the process o·r deformation 
with changing ,~ear rates, the_speeas and feeds were 
varied. First, the feed was changed in increments of 
.010 inches per revolution, from .010 to .050 inches per 
revolution while speed, d~pth. of cut, and cutting time 
remained constant. Two -0ut.s were made at each con41tion. 
Then the cutting speed v1as chan.ged in increments of 50 
. ~ 
surface feet per minute, from 300 to 600 surface feet 
4 
·per minute. Here the feed rate was constant with depth 
of cut and cuttt·ng. again time remainipg the same. Two 
cuts· were talren at each condition. Since there was no 
ste::p ,, only flanl{ \-Jear a.rid deformation were measured. As 
in ~11 ot-her cases.,. t-b.:.~- .q_uts were taken in r.g,ndom .ord.e:r .. 
_.· --·~· . : .. -~~----:__~·--· - - -- --~---·-·-··-· -------: ------- ----·--- . -- .. ~ --------------·--···· -··:-\ - .. .--.- .. c:-::~-.. -·-:--
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""!· !•. Results ,'·., 
) 
The graphs of deformation as related to the various 
variables are found in Appendix C. The statistical 
analyses for the calculated equations are given in 
Appe-ndix D. The developed third order equations are f6lU1d 
in the results and also in Appendix D. The first and 
second order equations are given in Appendix D. 
F·rom graph 1, t t can be seen that the deformation at 
the rear of the step of the tool increased as the duration 
of a cut was lengthened. ~Nhen the·feed·was decreased to 
.015 inches per revolution, deformation was not seen on 
the rear step until thi/ cutting time had been· increased 
to 240 seconds. For times of cutting longer than 240 
seconds, the d.e.f.o,rmation at the rear of the step increassed. 
Equations o·f the third order showing deformation as 
a function of time were obtained using the method of 
least-squares. The method of least-squares is a technique 
) . 
for estimat1,ng a function that minimizes the sum of the 
squares of the deviations from tLe estimate. Checking the 
\ 
statistical analyse.s, all the F-values are seen to be 
,• 
significant. What this means is that the mean square, 
which is based on the sum of the squares of the deviation~------·-·-. --··---· ·----·- .. ·--·- - - -· ... ----- --------------·------ ----------·-------- - ---------- :t ____________ _____.-----~-------··-----___ ----- -- - --- --- _____ ,..___ -----' - ·~ -----· ----·-·-· ·-- -------
between the observed and the calculated values, the, 
residual, divided by the number of degrees of freedom, 
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is very small when compared to the sum of the squares 
of the deviations between the mean and the calculated 
values divided by its degrees of freedom. This last 
I 
sum is called regression in Appendix D. The total sum 
n 
of the squares, the regression plus the residual, is 
equal to the sum of the squares of the deviations 
between the observed ~alues and the moan. As each 
higher order equation l.s calculated, the goodness .of 
fit should become more exac·t. However,. from our results, 
it can be seen that for: .a higher order fit,. the F-value 
·showing significance may decrease. For eetch higher 
order :fit, the regression sum of tbe ~rquares becomes 
larger and the number of degrees ·o·t: _.f .. r·(:3-edom: also increases. 
The residual ·.sum of the squa,res will decrease .. , and the 
re·sidual w1·1.1 Lals:o lose a degree of freedom. This 
combination :Q.f· ·q .. ccurrences rnay produce .g; s-m?,ller F-value, 
but as the degrees of freedom change, the -significance 
of any F-value also changes. Thus, the srnalle.r· F-value 
may be more significant. 
·vmen the feed rate was equa-1 to .. 030 inches per 
revolution, the following third order equation resulted 
for the deformation at the step: 
~sd~ = (i~g~~~7+~~~~~~~ ~3- \3._l6B7l x Itr"'3) #-... ~. _ -~-. 
where sd • deformation at the rear of the step of 
the tool x 10-4 (inches) 
t = cutting time (seconds) 
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For these same cuts, ·the deformation on the flank 
1 •• , 
of the tool increased when the cutting time was length-
. .. 
ened from 15 to 30 and then to 45 seconds. When the 
cutting time was increased beybnd 45 seconds, the flank 
def ormritiop seemed to remain f a1r·1y conBt,ant. This . 
trend is observed at both feed rates below 75 seconds. 
\vith the feed rate at .015 inches pet• revolution, there 
was an increase in flank deformation as the cutting time 
• 
,,...-- ,,, 
was increased from 75 seconds to 240- sec~nds. This 
inc.rease l:'T9rs not very large .. 
·' 
Equat1·ons for flank deformation as. a function csf 
t.ime were calcu.l·g,t:ed for both feed rates. 
were the results: 
The foll_ow:in.·g 
~ . 
.. 
feed rate = • 030 ine-J1:e:s per revolutl·on 
fd • -.02qQ9 + 1.00314 t - .01154 t2 + (3.10922 X 
10-5) t3 
.. \ 
feed rat~= .015 inches per revolution 
fd = 1.58439 + .21932 t - (9.42532 X lQ-4) t2 -~ 
(1.42344 X 10-6) t3 
where fd = deformation on the flank of the tool-~ 
10-4 (inches) 
The flank wear ~on the _ step tools increased s:harply 
as the cutting time was i~creased to 45 seconds. After 
-45 seconds the increase in flank wear was at a much slower 
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rate.~ Equations for flank wear as a function. of cutting 
time for both feed rates follow: 
feed rate• .030 inches per ~vol~tion 
.w :-.80692 + 9.03664 t - .13161' t2 +-(6.54663 X 10-4)"t3 
reed rate• .015 inches per revolution 
l ., . 
W • 9.56998 + 1·.39795t - (8.17506 X 1Q-3)t2 + (1.85413 X 10-5)t3 . 
where w =flank.wear x 10-4 (inches) 
, 
Functions were then deveio 1ped -·to. express both flank 
\ 
and· face deformation as. a function of flank wear. As 
flank w~ar increases·, th.e deformation at the rear of tl)_~---
,, 
_step increased a_t ,a v:e .. ry -s\.eady rate. The deformation on 
the flank of t-he: ·to.o·l ::tncre-ased at first, but as the ' ......__ 
. . ·. . . . .... 
:r:1ank wear further increa:sed,' the f'lank deformatio.n re~ 
rnained fairly c·onsta.nt_. The flank deformation started ····· 
to decrease at the higher .values of flank,. wear. Equation·s·, 
, 
.~ 
.~ 
,, 
/ 
' for flank and face deformation a·s a- function of flank 
wear were not developed for the data taken with the feed 
rate equal to .015 inches per revolution. This was due 
to the fao·t that no deformation was seen ctt the rear of 
deyeloped equations are: 
~·---
~-~~----------------·-
- -··- ~---~--------
ad •.• 14668'-' ~~2s3i t ~ (1.31442 i 10-3)t2 -(2.41032 X 1Q-O)t3 
fd • .02428 + .05336 t + ·(1.7.295 X l0-3)t2 -(4.12946 X l0-6)t3 
- 16. 
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When the same series of cuts were made on regular 
tools without any step, the·results were practically 
the same. Trigger and Chao ,(6) have sho·wn that as the 
length of natural chip ~ontact is d~creased, the inter-
face temperature de·creases. The minimum interface 
temp~rature occurs when the chip contact length is one-
. ' 
third the naturcil contact length. . ·\ In most of the cuts 
with the step tools, the chip contact length has been 
..:.:.. . 
... :·. ·-: .... ' ..... _...... -·- .-
decreaged. However, the r.esul ts. shaw no significant 
difference ·1t1 either wear or- deformation. The curves 
'· 
for thes·e·. cuts are found in Appendix c. but no statistical 
analysis ·has been: performed on the d·a:ta. 
Graphs 8 - :11 illustrate the relationships. betv1een 
both flanl<.:: 111e0Jr and fl:ank deformation and increa,ses in 
, . 
the feed r.at.e .aJnd: t.he. cutting speed.. There was a small 
incr ..e,9,se ·r:rt :fle~:4.k .wear as the feed rate was changed from 
.010 to .020 inches per reiolution. However, the flank 
·defo·rmation, of which there we .. s- none at a feed rate of 
• 010 inches per revolution, :1·n::c·r·ea.se.d sh.a-rply whe11. the 
~- feed rate was changed to ~020. The flank wear increased 
- -- - - - - -- -- - - - -- --- --~ 
- - - - - . - - -- -- --- ---. -- - -- ... ·_!. ___ - --- --- -- ---- - -
' 
.sharply when the feed rate ~as changed to .030 inches 
_____ ------~- ____ :R_~r ~evolution, ren1ained J2~Q._Qti ca~_ly_~he ____ §clPle __ at_~• 040, 
~-
and then rose again at a feed rate of .050. There was 
ver/ little difference in the flank deformation with 
17. . ...... 
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increases-beyond .020 inches per revolution. The 
' 
equations for ·r1ank wear.and flank deformation as a 
function of feed rate nre: 
w. -3.80949 + .76348 r + .25333 r2 -(6.11118 X 1Q-4)f3 
" 
where f = feed rate x 10-3 (inches per revolution) 
fd :-1.60714 ~ .6[988 f + (3.39290 X 10-3)f2~-
(l.66667 X 10-4)f3 
Graphs 10 a.nd :1l :1:11:ustrat·~ :flan~: wear and de~ 
:r·ormation as a func:-t·io.n of· cutting speed. lis the cut~: 
•', 
ting speed is increas:ed, the amou-nt of flank wear ·and 
. 
f·lank deforma,tion a.l-_so· ipq::r·ea.se.. W'hen the cuttin-g speed --~ 
was increased f.rom ,550 t:o-_.~ 6:o-o surf·ac:·e-= feet per minute, 
' 
t.he fla,nk wear decr:Efased.. '-T,he, equa:tioris for flank wear 
:and. fl:ank deforrnc:1.tion as a :fu-nction of c~_tting speed are: 
w - (5. 8t-150 x 102.) - 4. 06304 V + (9.00619 x 10-3)v2 - (5.6720 x 10-6Jv3 
,s 
·\tihere V = cut ting speed ( sur~ace feet per minute) 
fd :: 45. 6_4070 - • 4 3717Y +Ti 0 , 2'5320 x 10-3 )v2 -( 9. 98850 X 10-7 )V3 ~: 
J,I • ... ,J 
forma~tion varied ns flftnk wear increased due to !ncreas-
deformation increas·ed with increases in the lower feeds 
·1·s--
-- . _· .: ;_ 
\ 
'· t 
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and speeds. However, above a certain feed rate, ~C20. 
" . 
inches per revolution\ and above~ certain cutting 
speed, 500_ feet per minute·, the flank deformations 
remained fairly steady for any subsequent increases 
•) 
in flank wear. The equations are:. 
Varying the feed rate, 
fd = -1.41544 + .26788W - (9 .. 32462 X 10-4)~2 ~ (9.08426 X l0-7)W3 
Varying the cutting speed, 
~ 
fd. -4.41835 + .21162~ - (4.70020 ~. 10-4)w2 + 
(2.32161 X 1Q-6)W) 
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Discussion 
It appears fron1 the results that the deformation 
at the rear of the step, the so-called true deformation, 
,. .. '., 
... definitely increases with increased cuttitig times. 
This deformation was not the only visible phenomena 
at the.rear of the step. An oxide layer was also seen. 
This oxide layer was particularly evident for the ~uts 
at the longer .cutting times. For the cuts at . 015 
! 
inches· per re.volution and 2~ seconds, the oxide layer. 
reached a magnitude of about • 00.4 in.ches. 
Ano.ther interesting observation concerning. the 
:-a:~~P tool:s. wa..s t.hat no deformation was visible at th.e 
rea.:r ·of th.e, s·tep unless the .crater extended the who··ie 
- -
·.1en·gth of the step. Tl1e. :crater would thus be ~Pout 
~ 
- --- --
-- - ·- - - ;..-. --
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- ••••• w ···-
-- ,. - • 
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,. 
, 
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.:C)5.C) inches long. :vfh.Etn ·the feed was reduced from: •. 03,C) 
to .015 inche~ p~~: r~~olution, the crater did not 
·reach the end of the ste_p until 240 seconds of .cutting 
had passed. No deformation was visible up to that time • 
..... 
If the crater area is the area over which the cutting 
.. 
f~rce is applied, the deformation at the flank of the 
the ca.rbide tool material and creating the bulge on the 
flank of the tool. The distance -betweBTI~ne fl~a,hk of 
the tool and the beginning of the crater is not great 
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and under these p'articular conditions was practically -
negligible. When the crater did reach the end of 
the step, deformation also resulted. Deformation was.--
now visible at both ends of the crater. Trent concludes 
in his article that the cratering type of wear in alloy-a 
containing fre_e tungsten carbide is due to the formation ,, 
of a fused alloy between the chin and the tool. There 
is no doubt.that diffusion does tak~ place between the 
. 1 . 
. ' carbide tool and the· steel. chtp._ However, the previous 
observRtions may indicate t:hctt the crater may be 
partially caused by a dis·p_l,acement of to:ol materia-1_. 
The compressive force pusl1es down on. -the ·top of ·the 
tool_ c_omp,acting the tool _mater·ial :an-a. creat·in-g th-e· 
' 
. 
:¢_ra:te-r-. T111·s dis:placernent creates the_ b:t.rlge -that wa·s 
r·ouria. on ·both $ .. ldes of the crater with ·the ,-s-t.:ep t.ool, 
·but 1 s u·:s-4t:tll,Y Just seen on the flank_- of the t.00··1.: 
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Conclusions 
(1) The deformation at the rear of the atepi in-
' . 
creases with increasing flank wear. - ._:,__ 
The equations shot-m in the results for step 
def'ormation as a .function of·cutting time and flank wear 
r 
are thi.rd order equation. /" However, the graphs of step 
deformation as a function of cuttipg time and flank 
,. 
wear sh.ow that strai·ght lines or linear equations will 
r· 
,.., 
fJ;lso closely apnroximate the actual relationships. Both . . . 
the first and third order equations provide excellent ~· 
statistical models. The F-values of both types of 
equations are extre.m~y significant. 
'· 
(2) The defcxrrna.tion on the flank of the tool 
increases up to a certain Point, about .020 inches, with 
increasing flank wear. After this Point has been reached, 
the flank deformation remains. fairly steady and theri 
decrease·s. 
. . . . 
... T·he f.1:ari'k deformation should behave rnuq_:h 1·:n. the 
sa;m.e· fashion as the deformation a..t the rear of· the sterr • 
.· .. . ~ 
-i· 
The comnressi ve force should compress the tool material 
an·d· eause deformation on both sides of the crater. The 
only difference is that the radial force component may 
. . 
cause greater deformation at the·rear of the step. But 
; ... · 
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between the workpiece and the tool prevents the flank 
deformation from increasing in the same manner a.s the 
step deformation increases. Trent nointed out he saw 
... 
deformation on the flant before any abrasion wear was l) 
visible. If there is this deformation on the flank of 
. 
,' (),t the tool, it is very easy to see why mechanical inter-
/ 
i 
ference occurs between the tool an4 the workpiece. The 
workpiece :will grind down the flank deformation, abrasion 
wear will be visiple, and the flan}~ deforma,tion will be 
seer1 further down on the fl.ank .of thEi' tool. ~As the flank 
'Wear further increases, .it. ·beo·o:rn:e·s: rnor·e_ d_,:if'ficult :for 
deformation to occur since the temnera ture -decreases as 
... . -~ 
the distEtnce be.tween the bottom of the flank wear and · 
the tool~chip interface increases. 
(3) For changes in speeds or feeds, flank deforma-
tion increases for Just the smaller values o.f :flank wear. 
With further i.ncreases in flank wear, there \-;ere no 
S'Ubs,equer1t· incre:1ses in fla.nk ¢ie-f'orrn}1t·icin. The· transl-
ti.on ·p.ol:ri,t. ·1·s at about . 020 incbe.s flank wear. 
t"·.-
s,c:hwart:z_kopf and I{ieffe·r -C7) point out th.a-t. a·s feed 
er speed is incre!lSed, the temperatures in cut tins are· 
also increased. Trigger and Chao (b) have developed 
equations showing the interface temperature as an ex-
ponential function o~ first the speed, and then the feed 
... 
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rate.· With increasing feed r.3.tes, the pres.sure exerted 
on the-?tool also increases. Increases in temnerature · 
,, 
and pressure should increase the rate·or flank wear. 
=' Trent concluded that. at higr1 temperatures and pressures, 
the rate of deformation is increa·sed. However, past that 
certai·n transition point, there were :no increases in 
flank deformation. The inter-fel1,enc:·e bet·ween the t·ool 
and the. workpiece ag·ain pre:v·entecl any ·1ncr~ase in flank 
deformation desni te th:e :pre,s·erie::e .o,f· higher temperatures 
and pressures. 
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Areas for Future-Consideration 
(1) The deformation on the rear of the step raises 
a question concerning the development of crater wear. 
Diffusion has be1en accepted by Trigger and Chao (9) and 
Trent as the cause of crater wear. If hlaterial is found 
on the rear of the step, displacement must have occurred. 
An .investig~ti-on of the role of compression in causing 
·' . 
the crater should be con.ducted-. 
(2·) "Further work on. th.e. rol-ie oJ' ·the ojt1-¢te· ¢.oatJ_ng 
·tn qu·t-ting with carbid.·es ~ahou1d be co:r1sidered. :In_ ·this 
1: work, the oxide was seen to form on. the rear· -o·r· the .step. 
This oxide must have also formed on t..he f:l:a::rJ.k·· of ~the tool .... 
but was wird away. Did: this oxide layer aid or 4inder 
t·he' development of flanlc_ we,g,.r and deformation? 
:{.3) The relationships between flant: wear-' -a·na. def·o.rm.a-
... 
·ti·o·n have been 1nvestig0 ~ted here. It has_ been shown that 
r:lank deformation is a cause of flank: weaJ'.'. Further work 
s·hould be conducted to· see t:o what extent de-formation ca.uses 
flank wear. 
--· -····-···-·······-·--·-·-----··· ·------~-· -------. ·----
------·-·-·---- -- --·-------
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Vlhen the ternperature is increased, the rate of· 
· deformation also increases., Trent arri \red at this con-
) 
clusion, a~d i~ is g~nerally accepted as true. Howe.Ver, 
due to the ingbility of e~perimenters to actu~lly ~easure 
the temperatures in _m-E.?tal cutting, no one has shown the 
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development of deformation with changes in temperature. 
This bertainly is an area for future investigation. 
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Appendix A· 
I. ·Tool Material 
The· cemented carbides used in these ·tests were 
manufactured by Metallurgical Products Department of 
•' 
the General Electric Company. Grade 370 was the 
particuiar grade used. The .chemical composit.i:on of 
. ... - . . . 
' \ 
this grad.a .. is 72 percent tungsten carbi'de, 8' percent· 
titanium C-ctrp\de, 11. 5 percent tantalum carbide, and " 
8. 5 percent i·coba,lt-. It hc1s a ·Rookwell J\. hardness o.f· 
91.1. 
worl{ material. 
j 
C Y.u1 
'-·' t. 
,,. . . 
·The .. che<rni.·c·a.l comno.sition is as f<Jll.ovts·:: 
- ... : ·- . .· -~ . 
p s, s·1 1(-1 Cr Mo 
.40 .68 ~020 .013 • :2_8 I. 8-7 • 74 • 25 
T·he above figll:re_s: :ar.e· .·p.erce¥-itage.:s. The Brine·1.1 .Hardness: 
:. ·" 
l'!umber 1:s 30·3 • 
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Appendix B 
Cutting Conditions 
All cuts were made on a LeBlond engine lathe. 
The carbide inserts were triangular, and the nose radius 
.-
was a sixteenth of an inch. The aide cutting edge angle 
was O degrees, and the effective back rak~ angle was 
I 
~-8 degrees. The following cutting conditions were used 
for the measur~ments indicated. 
·t " ' lJ'leasurements of deformation on the step and the 
- -
flank and the flank wear for changes in cuttin5· 
time for both tools witt and without~ step. 
Cutting Speed, ... = 500 surface :feet per minute 
t·e·ed Rate = .030 inches per revo~ution. for 
first set of cuts an~ .015 inches 
per revolution for second set 
Denth of Cut= .040 inches , 
. -
lv1eE1surernents of deformation on the flanlr a,nd the 
.. 
flan1: \ven.r for chB.nges in feed rate. 
·Cutting Speed = 500 s-urf.:1ce fee.t ·per m·inute 
·D.epth. of Cut = • u50 inches 
Cutting Time= 30 seconds 
r1easurements of deformation on the fle..nl\ and the 
\) 
flanlc v-le2 .. r for c·hanges in cutting speed. 
-
Feed Rate - .040 inches-.. per revolutt.o·n, 
'· . 
Depth of Cut 
.. Cutting Time 
~If 
. '~ 
. .., 
= .050 inches 
= 30 seconds 
·28. 
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GRAPH 5 .. F.LANK' DEFORMATION VS:-. F~ANK WEAR (STEP TOOLS) 
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Appendix D 
' 
·:· ~ ... 
Statistical Analyses 
1. Deformation at the step as a function.of cutting time 
· .(f = .030 /re~) 
,,, .. 
Third order equation 
sd = ~ .30422 + .63177t - (~.16869 ~ ·10-3)t2 + (1.828.96 X 10~5)t3 
Ana.I·ys,is of Variance 
Sum of 
. 
Squares 
Regressipn •, 9480. 3597 
Residual 268.64029 
Second order equation 
Degrees 
of Freed.om 
4 
14· 
Mean 
Square 
2370.0899 
19.188592 
F 
123.51557 
Sd • - .ll904 + .57539t -· (,l .• 11111 X 10~3)t2 
Recression 9479.6190 
;,· : . - , ~ - ..• Residual 269.38098 
3 
1.:,5· 
3159. 8730 175. 9519:() 
17.958732· 
. ·. ··, 
First order equatiort 
Regression 
Residual 
9472.6190 
. I 
276.38098 
.2 
16 
,4736. 3095 :2-:74 .• 19018 
1·7. 273811 
2. Flank deformation a.a a :function of cutting time 
( f = . 030 /rev) 
Third order equat.1on 
fd = - • 02909 + 1. 00314t - .• 01154t2 + (3.10922 X 1Q-5)t3 
') . 
·4-2.: 
. . 
·j 
;,: .... 
• 
I 
! 
! 
~ 
i 
' 
' 1 
i 
i 
f 
! 
' 
,. 
"' 
., 
Regression . 7114.8358 
Residual 
Second order equation-
.; 
4 
14 ~ 
177~.7090 157.44355 
11.297440 
fd = .28571 + ,90730t ~ (8.04232 X 10~3)t2 
. . .
.. :Rergression 7112-•. 6952 · 
Residual 160. 30484 
F·irst order equation 
rd= 6.31746 + .3o412t 
· Regression 
Residual 
:q745. 9651 
5-27.:03494 ~ ~. 
Third order equation 
2370. 8984 22:1. 84905 
10.686989 
:·2 ·,:..·:· .3372.9825 102.39875 
fr. '•( r •. , ,• t. I • • 
f:p~ · .__. . 32. 93 9684 
w - - • 50678 + 9. 03663t - ~ • j_.}.l,6·0 .. t2 + (6.34651 X 1Q-4)t3 
Regression 487799.64 · 
I 
Residual 10329.357 
Second ord~r eauation 
... 
·4 
"14 
~ w = 5.61905 + 7.0803lt -
Regression 486907.74 
Residual 11221. 260· 
First order equatio:n 
3· 
1,5: 
.. 
121949.91· 165.28606 
737. 811·24 
06.o.2.1t2 . . . . . .. . . . 
. 162302. 58 216.:.:·95<t1tJ 
74.5. 08398 
r·· 
w =· 50.77777 +:·2.56444t 
Regression 
Residual 
•. 
·-
4603· ·5·1· 40_ ' 
. . . . _./ .2 
.·1'.6 
. . , 
J..986.0945 
···.r 
:.c,-s,. 
.11:· ,J1,3· 
:':f . .. •= 
••. ~. "·1!,' -~.::.·,' - . 
,,l>"tf'' ;,,'.~~:;~ ·-.:~~·:1,,.-'.·~f1~--,., -:,',,, 
• 
-4-. 
..... 
,J 
' 
f 
• t 
l 
5·.·· •• 
• 
'. J .
.. -:· 
Deformation at the st.e:tJ a~s:· ·a ·f:·tih:c(t.-1.o.-.n :of flank wear 
(f .= ... 030 /rev) 
Third order eq~at._ion· 
sd = .14608 - .025317w + (1.31442 x 1~-3)w2 -
(2.41033 X 10~6)w3 
Regression 9174.6756 
Residual = 574. 3244·0 
Second order equation 
4 
14 
2·293·.6689 5_5 •. 9:1·1:54:i: 
41. 0_23172 
./ 
sd a - .1,7815 + ..• 05284w ~ ( L~ .18417 .x· .. 10-4 )w2 
,-s..-
·R.-egression 
Residual 
.I 
First order equation 
3 
1:5 
sd = - 2. 82670 + • 14-9'6·7'W. 
,.J;1eg.re~.s1_on 9064. 5905 
:· 
·.")·· .. ·
'i:;. 
.Ji, 
)654.2976 78.167391 
39. 073808. 
4532.2953 105.85518 
42.775591 
Flank~ deformat·ion Ets a fun·e-t·.i:on ·of fl-ank _ .. we:.:a:r 
'(f = • 030 /rev) 
Third order equation 
fd = .02428 + .05336w + (l.J/t2_9·5 x ·10-3)w2 -
(4.12947 X 10-6)w3 
Regression 7053.0737 
Residua .. l 219.92633 
Second order equation 
:4 
·1·4, :(., 
1763.2684 112.24558 
15.709024 
fd :: - .53120. + .19241w - (3, •. $2124 x 10-4 )w2 
44. - . 
\· 
t: . 
,. 
' 
' 1 
: 
-~ 
:1 
:.- . ..-,;· 
\_ 
-·~ 
.,.....,. ... ..,~.-.,I,:\./. " I. ... 
·/ 
Regression 7618.4893 
Resid\lal 254.51071 
First order equation 
fd = 1.76101 + .10862w 
I 
.. Regression 6944.8586 
Residual 328 .14142· 
:3: 
·15: 
:2_ 
:.16 
··2339~4964 137·.ss200 
16.967381 
"./ 
·3·472 .4293 · l,6·9 ... __ 3·13·7.9.: 
20. 56883·9 
6. Flank deformation as a function of feed rate 
'dlf• 
.-•1-·; 
• J·'-. 
.'7 
:, .. 
--r 
Third order equat:ion 
fd = .(1:6~gI~4x4-1o~i1~~f + (3.392:SJ X 10-3)r2 -
•., 
R·egr~ssion 2690.3571 
Residual 183.64288 
-·-·------
Second order equation 
\ 
4. 
:s 
672.58928 29.299879 
. 22. 955360 
fd = - 2.10714 + .91s21r +- {,,~§l.10714 x 1.o-3)_r2: 
-Regression 2·686. 7571 3. 895.58570 43.Q47144 
Residual 187.242t!8 9 20.804765 
First order equation 
fd = .92857 + .46285f 
c., __ - , " ··~:, ;, .t;·. 
•••• ..... 'O'- -- ,.-,. _ ...... '"'• ;;:_~ ... - ·-~,· ... ,:> _..;...·. -- ~ . . ,.. -~ .. --..• 
Regression 2624.8286 2 
Residual :249.17144 10. 
... 
:i3i2 .4:1.4·3 52. 67113q. 
24 • 91_7:144 
Flank wear as a function of feedrate 
Third order equation 
w = - 3. 80952 + • 76349f + • 25333:r2-· ~ 
(6.11111 X 1Q-4)f3 
. .;; 
·r 
45. 
.. 
"'' 
,,.... . "" . 
. ""'" 
-. 
I 
.. l .. 
\ ,. ·. 
·• 
., Regre·ssion 1139411. 2 ,4· 
·_s: 
284852.80 101~57086 
Residual 
· 22435 •. ,789 
. t. • I ,· • 2804.4736 
Second order equation 
. w· = - 5.64285 + 1.6007ir • .2075or2 
Regression 1139362.8 
Residual 2-2484 .184 
First order equation __ 
t1 ,, 
w = - 74!809 +. ll,9757lf 
Regression 1107214.1 
3~ 
9 
.. ; 
2 
Residual 54632. 859. 10 
Qt-., ' 
379787.61 152.02191 
2498. 2426 
553607. ·07 101. 33225 
54.63,2859 
·a:'. Fla .. nlr deformation as: a function _of: ·cuttJ.)lg: s:pe.ed 
Third order equatl .. on 
fd = 4·5. 70180 - .43759V + ( 1 ... 25:4:16· .X· 10=-3 )V2: --( 9. 995·59 X 10-7) v3 
Regression 2241.:1968 
Residual 106 •. 80121 
·-
. Second order equation 
' Regression 2234~4525 
.Residual 113,:54752 
First order equation 
4· 
1·0· 
. 3 
fd: - 19~178571 - .06642V 
Regression 2224.9266 
Residual 
.123. 07143 
46. 
2 
·1.:2: 
$60.28970 52.461925 
10.680121 
744.81749 72.154748 
10.322501 
1112.4643 108.47011 
10.255953 V 
' Ii. 
,· ... 
: .. .. ·:· 
·'"" 
·' 
··~ 
r.;-, 
,,~. 
-, . 
~ 
9. Flank wear as a function of cutting speed 
Third order equation 
. w = 588.62607 - 4.06778V + (9.01695 X 10-3)y2 -(5.66509 X 10-6)v3 
·Regression 131622.29 
Residual 2027.7051 
Second order equation 
4 
10 
32905.574 162.27988 
.:20i2-. 770.5·1... 
. , 
w = 117.20340 ~ .72536V ~ (1.36905 X 10-3)v2 
'R.e:gres:sion_ .13-140'5. 60 
2--244~4014 
·First order equat'ioh 
3 
1-1 
w = - 146. 33939 + • 50678_:v 
~ 
Regression 129437.59 
Residual 4212.4111 
2: 
12 
43801.866 214.67663 
' 
204. 03648 
64718. 794 184. 3660·3_ 
351.· 03426 
10. Flank deformation as- a function of· fl:arr-k w.ea'·r- ·-(v:~_ry:ln:g-
feed rates) 
':r_hird order equ,at.i:on 
f d = - 1. 4·1544 -t- • 26788w - (-9-.:,~246-2- X 10--4 )w + (9.Q:8426 X l0-7)w 
·Regression 2667. 9129 
Residual 20~.08713 
Second order equation 
4 
8 
666. 97822· 25. 891116: 
25.760891 
fd = 2.74093 + .07849w - _(8.:12·7·4:5, x 10-5)w2 
-----·--·----------------- · - ,--. · .. ·· - - · - Regression ·2550.4·23·4 - ·3- - -- -- -6'5{):·14·1-12 -- 23.-6459:_3·0~, ---
Residual 323.57662 ~-5- .. -9· ·5 2 °5 8 .,;,, . . .. . ./ 
47~ 
I 
"I 
. ' ' . . .. ,~, .... ~ ,,. .. 
.,. ... 
'\·.· 
) ... 
. ~ .. 
. ,. ,, 
First order equation 
Regression 2432.8240 
Residual 441.17597 
2. 
10·. · 
_q.:.~. '. 
. . , .. ,~ _.t. ~· ••• 
.. . .. 
1216 ~ 4120 · 27. 572037: 
44.117597 
11. Flank deforma .. tion a,s a func:t.:1on of flanl{ wear (varying 
.~ 
cutting speed) ' 
Third order equation 
fd • .~ 4.14183 + .2776~w 
· (2.32161 X 10-6)w) 
Regression 2237.7619. 
Residual ·1·1· o·· 2· as· '·6 ·... •. _;; .. V. 
S·ec .. ond: order ~quation 
.:'-.• 
4· 
10 
. .. 
'. I 
55.9.: •. 42.54.9' 50.·· •. 7·194·~2.:' 
1:.1 •. 0.29$0'·6, 
;! ,.J 
... 
fd = - 5. 38217 + • 32876w -, fl .1279.7 x 10-3 )w2 
Regressiori 223.70743 
Residual 110.92.571 
First order equation 
fd = 1.22267 • .11615w 
Regression 214.91105 
Residual 198.88946 
:11.. 
,_ . 
3 
·+i 
2 
·1'!· 
745.69143 73.946538 
10. 084.1·5·6 
.· .. ~· 
··,/". 
-~ ; 
·, .. ·, .. 
•.'•\"··'' -·· 
' .• 1 ·.···,:;~ ........ ~.p-;~ ...... :; ... :~'1·,'.j~ ... 
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